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About the College Board

The College Board is a mission-driven not-for-profit organization that connects students to college success and opportunity. Founded in 1900, the College Board 
was created to expand access to higher education. Today, the membership association is made up of over 6,000 of the world’s leading educational institutions 
and is dedicated to promoting excellence and equity in education. Each year, the College Board helps more than seven million students prepare for a successful 
transition to college through programs and services in college readiness and college success — including the SAT® and the Advanced Placement Program®. The 
organization also serves the education community through research and advocacy on behalf of students, educators and schools.

For further information, visit www.collegeboard.org.

AP Equity and Access Policy

The College Board strongly encourages educators to make equitable access a guiding principle for their AP programs by giving all willing and academically 
prepared students the opportunity to participate in AP. We encourage the elimination of barriers that restrict access to AP for students from ethnic, racial and 
socioeconomic groups that have been traditionally underserved. Schools should make every effort to ensure their AP classes reflect the diversity of their student 
population. The College Board also believes that all students should have access to academically challenging course work before they enroll in AP classes, which 
can prepare them for AP success. It is only through a commitment to equitable preparation and access that true equity and excellence can be achieved.

Welcome to the AP® Italian Language and Culture Course Planning and Pacing Guide

This guide is one of two course planning and pacing guides designed for AP® Italian Language and Culture teachers. Each provides an example of how to design 
instruction for the AP course based on the author’s teaching context (e.g., demographics, schedule, school type, setting). These course planning and pacing 
guides highlight how the components of the AP Italian Language and Culture Curriculum Framework — the learning objectives, course themes, and achievement 
level descriptions — are addressed in the course. Each guide also provides valuable suggestions for teaching the course, including the selection of resources, 
instructional activities, and assessments. The authors have offered insight into the why and how behind their instructional choices — displayed in boxes along the 
right side of the page — to aid in course planning for AP Italian Language and Culture teachers.

The primary purpose of these comprehensive guides is to model approaches for planning and pacing curriculum throughout the school year. However, they can 
also help with syllabus development when used in conjunction with the resources created to support the AP Course Audit: the Syllabus Development Guide and 
the four Annotated Sample Syllabi. These resources include samples of evidence and illustrate a variety of strategies for meeting curricular requirements.
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Instructional Setting

Syosset High School 
Syosset, New York

School Public high school located in suburban New York (Long Island)

Student population Syosset High School has a student population of approximately 2,300 students:

•	 72 percent Caucasian
•	 24 percent Asian
•	 3 percent Hispanic/Latino
•	 1 percent black or African American

One percent of the total student population qualifies for free or reduced-price lunch.  
Ninety-nine percent of graduates pursue postsecondary academic studies.

Instructional time Classes begin after Labor Day. Although instruction continues through June, AP® course objectives 
and curricular goals are met by the end of April, in preparation for the AP Exam in May. Classes 
meet daily for 40 minutes.

Student preparation Students usually begin their study of Italian language and culture in the district’s elementary school 
program as early as second grade. Beginning in seventh grade, students attend Italian class five days 
per week. Upon entering high school, they continue their foreign language studies, following one of 
two tracks: grade-level or honors. Students from both tracks may enroll in the AP course. AP Italian 
Language and Culture is offered to 12th-grade students as the capstone course in the school’s Italian 
curriculum. All activities in the AP course are conducted in Italian.
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Overview of the Course

There has never been a better time to teach the AP Italian Language and Culture 
course. Technological advances make language learning more accessible and 
enjoyable for students, and give teachers more ways to keep students actively 
engaged with the material. In addition, the numerous professional resources 
currently available, combined with research-based “best practices” for world 
language instruction, help teachers acquire professional skills quickly and 
efficiently and support them as they explore new teaching strategies.

My approach to teaching the AP Italian Language and Culture course is rooted in 
five main beliefs:

1. Assessments drive instruction. Both formative and summative assessments 
are powerful tools that allow me to plan instruction according to the learners’ 
individual needs and interests. Based on the assessment results, I can 
differentiate instruction by focusing on particular areas of difficulty or interest for 
individual learners. Furthermore, designing and integrating appealing formative 
assessments into instruction is a seamless way to measure students’ growth 
while teaching.

2. Teachers should focus on what students can do in the target language 
and build on those successes. Repeated emphasis on what students 
cannot do, or are still not able to do, will discourage students instead of 
leading them toward growth and progress. When students have trouble, try 
new approaches to help them feel comfortable with the material. Careful 
examination of a student’s learning style and preferences can shed light on 
the best ways to help him or her.

3. Use the target language as much as possible during class time: Establish 
Italian as the “official” language of the classroom. As a result, you will foster an 
environment that promotes consistent, meaningful practice in which students 
can engage with the language.

4. Integrate higher-level thinking skills into as many activities as possible. Critical 
thinking helps students internalize what they have learned. Designing each unit 
around essential questions promotes the natural integration of critical thinking 
and stimulates students’ curiosity.

5. Foster a strong sense of community in the classroom by creating a trusting 
environment in which students are encouraged to be risk-takers in their 
language learning. Error correction has an essential place in instruction, but 
it should be done in a way that avoids discouraging students’ expression or 
inhibiting communication. How we correct students’ errors plays a vital role in 
their growth.

The revised course design of AP Italian Language and Culture provides teachers 
with freedom to shape instructional activities within the thematic units. Keeping 
in mind the learning objectives and achievement level descriptions of this 
course (see the AP Italian Language and Culture Course and Exam Description) 
will permit you and your students to make consistent progress while exploring 
new heights in the teaching and learning of Italian.
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it 

1:

Transitgeschichten Themes:
•	Globalisierung
•	Alltag
•	Persönliche und öffentliche Identität
•	 Familie und Gemeinschaft

Estimated Time:  
5 weeks

Learning Objectives Materials Instructional Activities and Assessments
Audio, Visual, and Audiovisual Interpretive 
Communication

Song 
Ligabue, «Le donne lo sanno»

Instructional Activity:

Students listen to the song «Le donne lo sanno» while completing a written 
cloze exercise of the song’s lyrics. I review their insertions of the missing 
words. Working in groups of three, students then attempt to interpret the 
meaning of the song based on its lyrics. Each group shares its ideas with 
the entire class. The use of this authentic material serves as an excellent 
introduction to this unit.

Audio, Visual, and Audiovisual Interpretive 
Communication

Online article 
«Donne e uomini in piazza per la 
dignità»

Instructional Activity:

Students read the newspaper article «Donne e uomini in piazza per la dignità» 
about the February 13, 2011, protests (Se non ora, quando?) in Italy. They then 
answer comprehension questions about what some of the speakers, protest 
organizers, and protesters said at the various events. We identify vocabulary 
through contextual clues. Using this article as a point of departure, students 
work in pairs to search the websites of Italian newspapers to find other 
articles that discuss the political and social climate and events that led to this 
protest movement.

Written and Print Interpretive Communication Online articles 
Newspaper articles that 
students individually select

Instructional Activity:

From the previous activity, each pair of students selects an article that details 
the political and social causes leading to the Se non ora, quando? movement. 
I check their choices to ensure students are using reliable sources. Based 
on the article, each pair creates a worksheet consisting of a vocabulary list 
of six words, four or five comprehension questions, and a separate answer 
key. They exchange articles and worksheets with another pair and answer 
the comprehension questions. The two pairs then review the completed 
worksheets together. Remaining in groups of four, students use the articles 
they have read to begin forming an answer to the essential question, What are 
the issues and challenges that women face in contemporary Italy?

Un
it 

1:

Women in Italy Themes:
•	Personal and public identities
•	Contemporary life

Estimated Time: 
5 weeks

 Essential  
 Questions:  

▼  What are the issues and challenges that women face in contemporary Italy?  ▼  To what extent is there gender 
equality in contemporary Italy?  ▼  What challenges do women in Italy face when balancing a home and a career?  
▼  What are some of the significant contributions that Italian women have made to society?

As an extension, students use the song lyrics 
as a point of departure in order to create 
their own lyrics/poems. Working individually, 
students write their own lyrics/poems to 
describe how they perceive the roles of women 
in contemporary society and in their own lives.

I teach students to find appropriate articles 
by giving them a checklist of required criteria 
(article length, relevance, reliability of source, 
etc.) before they begin their search. In addition, 
I show them examples of acceptable and 
unacceptable article choices.
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Learning Objectives Materials Instructional Activities and Assessments
Written and Print Interpretive Communication

Written Interpersonal Communication

Online articles 
Newspaper articles that 
students individually select

Formative Assessment:

In anticipation of the next national protest for women’s rights in Italy, each pair 
of students writes a letter to the organizers of the movement. They express 
their emotions and attitudes toward the Se non ora, quando? movement, based 
on what they have learned from the newspaper articles they have read thus 
far. I remind students that such a letter requires a formal approach. I provide 
guidelines to students on writing a formal letter, including sample greetings and 
closings and a brief description of the level of formality that should be observed 
throughout the letter (i.e., addressing the recipient in the Lei). We look at 
examples of formal letters and discuss how they differ from friendly letters.

Written and Print Interpretive Communication

Spoken Interpersonal Communication

Book 
De Lillo, Nonsolomamma 
(excerpts)

Instructional Activity:

Students read various excerpts from Claudia De Lillo’s book Nonsolomamma, 
the diary of a working mother in Italy that discusses the challenges of 
maintaining a home, a family, and a career. In pairs, students prepare a 
list of what they think are the most rewarding and the most challenging 
experiences of working mothers in Italy. Pairs share with the class, and 
we create a master list. Students then present the challenges of working 
mothers via role-play. In pairs, each student plays a specific role: One is 
a teenager whose mother is a homemaker, and the other is a teenager 
whose mother works full time outside the home. Each pair discusses the 
benefits and challenges of the mothers’ situations, offering examples from 
Nonsolomamma.

Un
it 

1:

Women in Italy (continued)

 Essential  
 Questions:  

▼  What are the issues and challenges that women face in contemporary Italy?  ▼  To what extent is there gender 
equality in contemporary Italy?  ▼  What challenges do women in Italy face when balancing a home and a career?  
▼  What are some of the significant contributions that Italian women have made to society?

The students submit these letters to me along 
with their articles. I review their work for 
content accuracy and direct the content focus 
within this topic for the rest of this unit based 
on the most common concerns students have 
posed to the organizers in their letters.

This activity addresses the essential question, 
What challenges do women in Italy face when 
balancing a home and a career?
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Learning Objectives Materials Instructional Activities and Assessments
Written and Print Interpretive Communication

Spoken Presentational Communication

Summative Assessment:

Students work in groups of four to find statistical data on the current status of 
women’s rights and gender equality in another culture. Using this information 
along with that from the previously accessed authentic Italian materials, they 
develop a formal presentation for a panel discussion. In this presentation, they 
compare and contrast the roles of women and the status of gender equality 
in Italian culture with those in another culture. Each group member plays a 
role in the presentation about the situations of women in a variety of cultures. 
As students prepare their presentations, I monitor their progress and provide 
feedback. A grade is assigned after the presentation; I provide students with a 
rubric beforehand.

Written and Print Interpretive Communication

Written Interpersonal Communication

Summative Assessment:

As a culminating activity, each student conducts research on an Italian 
woman (past or present) who has made an important contribution to science, 
technology, academia, art, film, literature, or other area. Students then write 
emails to a TV producer who is soliciting suggestions as to which women to 
feature in a TV special on women in Italian history and society. In the email, 
each student must convince the TV producer why the woman he or she has 
researched merits being featured in the program.

This assessment addresses the essential 
question, To what extent is there gender 
equality in contemporary Italy?

Un
it 

1:

Women in Italy (continued)

 Essential  
 Questions:  

▼  What are the issues and challenges that women face in contemporary Italy?  ▼  To what extent is there gender 
equality in contemporary Italy?  ▼  What challenges do women in Italy face when balancing a home and a career?  
▼  What are some of the significant contributions that Italian women have made to society?

This assessment addresses the essential 
question, What are some of the significant 
contributions that Italian women have made to 
society?
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Learning Objectives Materials Instructional Activities and Assessments
Audio, Visual, and Audiovisual Interpretive 
Communication

Online video 
«Cosenza: i Carabinieri 
recuperano opere d’arte in 
Piemonte»

Instructional Activity:

Students complete a cloze exercise while watching and listening to a 
television news report. The missing words are primarily vocabulary items 
pertinent to this unit. Each student compares his or her responses to a 
classmate’s before I review the answers orally with the class. Students 
then listen again to the audio segment, using the completed script from the 
cloze exercise. Since the purpose of this second listening is to check for 
understanding of the material, I give students a few written comprehension 
questions to answer individually. After going over these responses with the 
entire class, we discuss the Nucleo Carabinieri Tutela Patrimonio Culturale, 
a special police unit, one of whose primary functions is to safeguard Italy’s 
treasured artistic and cultural assets.

Written and Print Interpretive Communication

Spoken Interpersonal Communication

Websites 
Official government website for 
the Comando Carabinieri per la 
Tutela del Patrimonio Culturale

«Beni d’interesse culturale»

Instructional Activity:

Building on the previous activity, students explore the website of the Comando 
Carabinieri per la Tutela del Patrimonio Culturale. In addition to examining 
this special unit’s current functions and history, students read the unit’s 
advice to consumers about avoiding purchasing stolen or falsified artistic 
goods. I give students a graphic organizer, which includes vocabulary study 
and comprehension questions, to use while they explore the website. After 
students complete their research, their responses are shared in class and 
checked for accuracy. We discuss the concept of patrimonio culturale. I 
ask students to compare this concept with that of cultural heritage and its 
preservation in the United States.

Spoken Interpersonal Communication Formative Assessment:

Based on what they learned from the website in the previous activity, 
especially from the “tips and advice” page, students brainstorm for a few 
minutes and then form pairs to role-play an unrehearsed conversation. 
One student plays the role of an officer from the Nucleo Carabinieri Tutela 
Patrimonio Culturale, while the other plays that of a tourist who has, 
unknowingly, just purchased a valuable painting that was stolen from a 
museum. The tourist must convince the officer that he or she was unaware 
that the painting was stolen and therefore should not be punished.

 Essential  
 Questions:  

▼  Is it important for a nation to protect its artistic and cultural assets? Why or why not?  
▼  What are some of the characteristics of Italian Renaissance art?

Un
it 

2:

Italy’s Artistic and  
Cultural Assets

Themes:
•	Beauty and aesthetics

Estimated Time:  
5 weeks

This activity is a great way for students to 
practice using the formal register in the spoken 
interpersonal mode. To facilitate their language 
development in this register, I give students a 
list of formal expressions to use and remind 
them to address their interlocutor using the 
formal register. As students role-play, I identify 
strengths and areas in need of improvement to 
determine where more instruction is necessary.
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Learning Objectives Materials Instructional Activities and Assessments
Written and Print Interpretive Communication

Audio, Visual, and Audiovisual Interpretive 
Communication

Written Presentational Communication

Online article 
Rizzo, «Beni fantasma, spese 
poco trasparenti. Così l’Italia non 
tutela i capolavori»

Summative Assessment:

As a first source for a persuasive essay, students read a newspaper article on 
the Italian government’s reduction in funding for the protection of the country’s 
artistic and cultural assets. Students locate two additional sources (print, audio, 
or audiovisual) to cite in their essays. In their written work, they discuss whether, 
in light of the country’s current economic crisis, the reduction in funding for the 
protection, maintenance, and restoration of Italy’s artistic and cultural assets is 
justified. Students organize main ideas and supporting details from their sources 
using a graphic organizer, then write their first drafts. I provide feedback to them 
throughout the process, and students revise their work before their final drafts 
are graded. I evaluate this essay using the AP Italian Language and Culture 
Exam’s scoring guidelines for presentational writing.

Written and Print Interpretive Communication

Audio, Visual, and Audiovisual Interpretive 
Communication

Spoken Presentational Communication

Summative Assessment:

As Italy is the birthplace of the Renaissance, students select one Italian 
artist of this period and explore his or her life and works. They conduct 
research individually, and I provide them with a graphic organizer to facilitate 
their investigation. They use their findings to prepare an oral presentation 
that includes a biography of the artist, the artist’s influences, and three 
characteristics of his or her works. During their presentations, they display 
an image of one of the artist’s works and briefly discuss its context and 
significance. Each student also shares and explains a work of art that he or 
she created based on the three techniques employed by the selected artist. 
Students are not judged on their artistic ability; rather, the focal point is their 
application of the three techniques.

This assessment addresses the essential 
question, Is it important for a nation to protect its 
artistic and cultural assets? Why or why not?

This activity addresses the essential question, 
What are some of the characteristics of Italian 
Renaissance art?

Having students create works of art encourages 
creative self-expression and allows students 
to internalize and personalize what they are 
learning about their selected artists. Moreover, 
students’ explanations of their works of art 
during the presentation offer an opportunity 
for language learning and development in a 
content area (e.g., painting, sculpture).

 Essential  
 Questions:  

▼  Is it important for a nation to protect its artistic and cultural assets? Why or why not?   
▼  What are some of the characteristics of Italian Renaissance art?

Un
it 

2:

Italy’s Artistic and  
Cultural Assets (continued)
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Learning Objectives Materials Instructional Activities and Assessments
Written and Print Interpretive Communication Blog entry 

Serra, «Ferragosto è alle spalle: 
facciamo un bilancio delle 
vacanze in tempo di crisi?»

Instructional Activity:

To establish the context of this unit, students read a blog entry from a woman 
who discusses how she spends Ferragosto now. At one point she compares 
the way she has spent summer vacation in Italy as an adult and as a child. 
Students answer comprehension questions orally after reading the selection.  
I check for accuracy of the responses by discussing the answers with the class. 
We also identify and practice vocabulary specific to this blog entry and to the 
theme of Ferragosto.

Written Presentational Communication

Written and Print Interpretive Communication

Spoken Interpersonal Communication

Formative Assessment:

Students write a blog entry in which they discuss how they spend summer 
vacation now and how they spent summer vacation, say, 10 years ago. They 
compare and contrast their current and past vacations, like the blog entry 
in the previous activity. For additional reading practice, each student reads 
the blog entries of three classmates and, for each entry, completes a graphic 
organizer to record pertinent details. Students share what they learned during 
class discussion. The writing activity encourages personalization of the unit’s 
theme while providing practice of past and present time frames. Control of 
time frames is an important area of development for learners at this level 
(Intermediate–High), according to ACTFL standards.

Written and Print Interpretive Communication

Spoken Interpersonal Communication

Websites 
Mioaffitto 
MediaVacanze

Instructional Activity:

Using an authentic Italian realty website, students search for an advertisement 
in order to rent a house/apartment during Ferragosto in the mountains or 
near the beach in Rimini. They choose an ad, read it, and formulate questions 
to ask the landlord. Based on contextual clues, students identify unfamiliar 
vocabulary from the ad and list these words. Students specify qualities of 
the house/apartment that appeal to them and suggest qualities or items that 
would make the house more attractive as a vacation home. I give students 
a graphic organizer in which they analyze the possible advantages and 
disadvantages of renting the house/apartment they have chosen.

I read the students’ blog entries to identify 
common errors in grammatical, syntactic, and 
lexical items that need correction, further 
instruction, and practice.

In each unit, I require each student to keep 
a running list of unfamiliar words they come 
across when using authentic materials. They 
look up the words in a bilingual dictionary, then 
select three to five of those words to teach to 
the class. Using presentational software (e.g., 
PowerPoint, Prezi), they prepare a mini-lesson 
that includes visuals and brief written/oral 
exercises that enable the class to practice the 
new vocabulary.

 Essential  
 Questions:  ▼  How do Italians spend Ferragosto?  ▼  What measures are being taken to prevent la strage del sabato sera?

Un
it 

3:

Leisure Activities,  
Youth Culture

Themes:
•	Contemporary life
•	 Families and communities

Estimated Time:  
7 weeks
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Un
it 

3:

Leisure Activities,  
Youth Culture (continued)

Learning Objectives Materials Instructional Activities and Assessments
Spoken Interpersonal Communication Formative Assessment:

Using their chosen ad for the house/apartment, students work in pairs 
to create a phone conversation. The first conversation is based on one of 
the authentic advertisements chosen: One student plays the part of the 
homeowner, and the second takes the role of the prospective renter. During 
their conversation, the renter should elicit more information about the house/
apartment, and the pair establishes an agreement on the price, length of stay, 
and other specifics. Students record their conversations on MP3 recorders. 
After they finish, they switch roles and record again, using the authentic 
advertisement the other partner selected.

Audio, Visual, and Audiovisual Interpretive 
Communication

Written and Print Interpretive Communication

Spoken Interpersonal Communication

Instructional Activity:

Students research vacation spots in Italy as they plan a trip. They read blogs 
and travel websites for recommendations. After their research, we discuss 
favorite spots for a vacation in Italy and the merits of each. We brainstorm 
a list of top vacation sites in the United States and compare the preferred 
locations in the two countries, discussing the cultural implications. For 
example, many Italians and many Americans enjoy spending time with 
extended family, staying near the beach, or camping near the mountains.

Spoken Presentational Communication Formative Assessment:

Working in pairs, students use what they have learned through their research 
about Italian vacation spots to prepare an itinerary for a trip, including where 
they will go, what they will do, and where they will eat. Once they have planned 
their trip, they assemble a mini–photo diary of special events of the trip, using 
presentational technology, such as Flickr or Photobucket. Students display these 
pictures while describing their plans for visiting the various places.

Written and Print Interpretive Communication

Audio, Visual, and Audiovisual Interpretive 
Communication

Instructional Activity:

With the vacation itinerary planned, students locate a hotel in which to stay. 
We discuss various types of hotels they might find in Italy, and we practice 
hotel vocabulary they may encounter. Working with the partner from the 
previous task, students conduct research online to find a hotel for their 
vacation.

 Essential  
 Questions:  ▼  How do Italians spend Ferragosto?  ▼  What measures are being taken to prevent la strage del sabato sera?

Without assigning a grade, I check the 
conversations for content requirements, 
grammatical accuracy, and vocabulary usage, 
and I provide feedback to help students improve 
their speaking. Students make note of my 
comments to help them prepare for a similar task 
later in this unit, in which they will again plan 
lodging, in addition to other aspects of a trip.

I provide students with opportunities to make 
cross-cultural comparisons. It is important for 
students to see the similarities and differences 
between cultures. These comparisons will also 
prepare them for the Cultural Comparison on 
the AP Exam’s Presentational Speaking task.

This activity is a good way for students to 
review and practice using future time. Listening 
to their presentations allows me to determine 
how well they control future time and to review 
the formation and use of the future tense, when 
appropriate. I can also note what additional 
vocabulary resources students need.
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Learning Objectives Materials Instructional Activities and Assessments
Written Interpersonal Communication Formative Assessment:

Once students have selected a hotel for their vacation, the partners compose 
an email message to the hotel manager, explaining when and why they 
will be coming to Italy and requesting information about the hotel that was 
not provided on the website. They also request reservations and provide 
information about their arrival and departure dates. Once students complete 
their email messages, each pair “sends” theirs to another pair of classmates,  
who compose a reply from the hotel manager with the information requested.  
I collect the messages after the students have completed their responses.

Audio, Visual, and Audiovisual Interpretive 
Communication

Written and Print Interpretive Communication

Spoken Interpersonal Communication

Instructional Activity:

Students conduct research on la strage del sabato sera. They find and read 
newspaper articles on the problem of drinking and driving, or driving while 
under the influence of drugs, after hours of partying at nightclubs; such 
practices have affected the lives of many young people in Italy and their 
families. Students compile notes on their reading, including statistical data; 
then, in class, they share what they have learned. We develop a list of 
vocabulary words and expressions for this topic. We compare this problem in 
Italy with that in the United States and discuss measures both countries are 
taking to improve the situation.

Spoken Presentational Communication Summative Assessment:

Students work in groups of four to create a video public service announcement 
(PSA). They imagine they are part of a youth group in Italy that promotes 
positive behaviors among young people. Their objective is to spread the word 
to young adults in Italy about not driving while under the influence of drugs 
and alcohol. Students first conceptualize the format of their PSAs. They write 
their scripts, which I edit for content as well as for grammatical and lexical 
accuracy. They have time to make corrections, refine their work, and rehearse 
before filming. Students must use presentational technology, such as Windows 
Movie Maker, and edit their work (e.g., adding background music, captioning, 
credits). Students present their finished video PSAs to the class.

Un
it 

3:

Leisure Activities,  
Youth Culture (continued)

 Essential  
 Questions:  ▼  How do Italians spend Ferragosto?  ▼  What measures are being taken to prevent la strage del sabato sera?

In this activity students practice the formal 
register and review formulas for greetings and 
closings in formal email messages. By reading 
the students’ messages, I get a good idea of 
their progress in writing formal emails and can 
provide additional instruction and suggestions 
for improvement as needed.

This activity addresses the essential question, 
What measures are being taken to prevent la 
strage del sabato sera?
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Un
it 

4:

Unemployment in Italy, 
Education and Careers,  
Youth Culture

Themes:
•	Contemporary life
•	 Families and communities

Estimated Time:  
7 weeks

 Essential  
 Questions:  

▼  What are the long-term implications of a young generation that is mostly unemployed?   
▼  Why is it so difficult for young people to find work in Italy?

Learning Objectives Materials Instructional Activities and Assessments
Audio, Visual, and Audiovisual Interpretive 
Communication

Online video 
«Lavoro: Mission Impossible — 
La Testimonianza»

Instructional Activity:

Students begin this unit by watching a video that documents the hardships of 
finding employment in Italy. The video follows a job seeker as he goes from 
one employment agency to another in search of work. I give students a few 
written comprehension questions to answer while they watch. Responses are 
shared in class and corrected for accuracy. Students watch the video again; 
this time, however, they complete a cloze exercise focused on vocabulary 
while viewing. We review the answers in class. The purpose of this exercise 
is to acquaint students with the formal register of language required at 
job interviews, and to identify vocabulary and expressions used during job 
interviews.

Spoken Interpersonal Communication Instructional Activity:

Expanding on the previous activity, students work with partners to suggest three 
things each of them would have done differently if they had been Bruno (the 
job seeker from the video). The partner critiques one of the proposed actions 
by elaborating on the possible consequences of such an action. Each pair then 
shares their two best suggestions with the class. Students should take notes on 
these suggestions; this information will be useful for the next activity.

Written Interpersonal Communication Formative Assessment:

Students write an email to Bruno (the job seeker they saw in the video) in 
which they use the informal register. In the email, students should reflect 
on the social conditions influencing the high unemployment rate in Italy, as 
discussed in the video. I provide guidelines on length and content: Students 
comment on Bruno’s experience, state what he might have done differently, 
suggest what he might do now, and formulate two questions to ask him about 
his predicament.

This activity gives students the opportunity to 
practice sentences with “if” clauses, which can 
be challenging.

I check the messages for content requirements, 
grammatical accuracy, and vocabulary usage 
and provide feedback to help students improve 
their writing. Students make revisions before 
the final draft is due and graded.
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Un
it 

4:

Unemployment in Italy, 
Education and Careers,  
Youth Culture (continued)

Learning Objectives Materials Instructional Activities and Assessments
Written and Print Interpretive Communication

Spoken Interpersonal Communication

Instructional Activity:

I give students an example of a professional Italian résumé and an American 
résumé. We discuss the differences in layout and the reasons for them. 
We identify any unfamiliar vocabulary and develop a list of vocabulary and 
expressions students would need in preparing a résumé. We make cross-
cultural comparisons and identify cultural implications evident in the American 
and Italian résumés.

Written Presentational Communication Formative Assessment:

Students imagine their lives 15 years from now: Where will they be? What 
will they have accomplished? After exploring these questions with partners, 
students create résumés of their own in the Italian style. Once finished, students 
submit their work. I review the résumés for content, organization, grammar, and 
vocabulary usage and provide corrections and comments. I identify the most 
common errors and then provide instruction in class to correct them.

Written Interpersonal Communication Formative Assessment:

Students receive an email message from a prospective employer in which 
they are asked to provide more information about their work experience and 
their education and training. This email is generalized so it is applicable to 
everyone. Students write formal email replies, then work in groups of three 
to comment on one another’s responses. They have time to revise their work 
according to their classmates’ suggestions.

Spoken Interpersonal Communication Instructional Activity:

Students recall the video we saw at the beginning of this unit that contained 
scenes of job interviews. We discuss what typically happens during a job 
interview and how both the job seeker and the prospective employer should 
prepare for an interview.

 Essential  
 Questions:  

▼  What are the long-term implications of a young generation that is mostly unemployed?   
▼  Why is it so difficult for young people to find work in Italy?

At various points in the year, I assemble a list 
of common errors found in students’ work. 
I offer detailed instruction on correcting the 
errors, and students complete written and 
spoken practice to internalize correct usage. 
I contextualize this practice by integrating 
the current unit’s thematic vocabulary into 
it. Students’ performance on a quiz tells me 
whether they are mastering the correction of 
these errors.

Students switch registers from the previous 
email activity in this unit, which involved 
writing an email to Bruno. This activity 
reinforces the need to employ appropriate 
levels of formality. I collect the work, 
checking for content requirements, as well 
as grammatical and lexical accuracy, without 
assigning a grade. I return the work to students 
so they can make further revisions before the 
final draft is due and graded.
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Un
it 

4:

Unemployment in Italy, 
Education and Careers,  
Youth Culture (continued)

 Essential  
 Questions:  

▼  What are the long-term implications of a young generation that is mostly unemployed?   
▼  Why is it so difficult for young people to find work in Italy?

Learning Objectives Materials Instructional Activities and Assessments
Written and Print Interpretive Communication

Spoken Interpersonal Communication

Instructional Activity:

Each student, after receiving a copy of a classmate’s previously prepared 
résumé and email, interviews that classmate for a job. Based on the 
documents received, students create questions to prepare for the job 
interview. To develop appropriate questions, interviewers may need to conduct 
research on the classmate’s chosen trade or profession. During the interview, 
the job seeker should ask the interviewer questions about the job (e.g., hours, 
responsibilities). Both participants should use the formal register. Students 
receive a rubric so they will know the expectations of the assignment. Since 
students conduct interviews at the same time, I can only briefly listen to each 
pair to observe how students are progressing. Thus, students use the rubric to 
assign themselves a score when finished.

Written and Print Interpretive Communication Online article 
Fubini and Stringa, «La crisi? In 
Italia la pagano i giovani»

Instructional Activity:

Students read a newspaper article about how the economic crisis in Italy 
makes the job search all the more difficult for young people. We identify 
unfamiliar vocabulary words and expressions from the article and brainstorm 
more vocabulary for this topic. Students conduct further research on 
unemployment in Italy by exploring current events as well as social and 
political aspects. By visiting its website, students learn more about the Il 
nostro tempo è adesso movement that has mobilized young people across 
Italy. Then, in small groups, students select another country and research the 
unemployment situation there.

Spoken Presentational Communication Summative Assessment:

Working in the same small groups, students assume the role of Italian 
politicians assigned to address the problem of unemployment. They pool 
their research to create a presentation in which they explain the current 
crisis and propose solutions. In addition, each group compares and contrasts 
unemployment in Italy with that of the other country they researched, by 
providing examples and statistics to support their presentation. As students 
work in their groups, I provide feedback while monitoring their progress.

Students have the opportunity to practice the 
formal register while speaking.

Allowing students to self-assess gives them 
the opportunity to acknowledge their perceived 
strengths and weaknesses.

This assessment addresses the essential 
question, What are the long-term implications 
of a young generation that is mostly 
unemployed?
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Un
it 

5:

Human Rights, Migration 
and Borders, Identity and 
Integration

Themes:
•	Global challenges
•	Personal and public identities

Estimated Time:  
6 weeks

Learning Objectives Materials Instructional Activities and Assessments
Audio, Visual, and Audiovisual Interpretive 
Communication

Spoken Interpersonal Communication

Film 
Che bella giornata

Instructional Activity:

Students watch the Italian film Che bella giornata. While they view it, I give 
them oral and written comprehension questions to assess their understanding 
of the film. Responses are reviewed orally with the class. At the end of the 
film, students form discussion groups to talk about the cultural experiences 
of the character Farah (an Arab student living in Italy). Each group shares a 
summary of its discussion with the class.

Written and Print Interpretive Communication Online article 
Trigari, «Stranieri e lavoro, troppi 
talenti sprecati: discriminazioni e 
titoli non riconosciuti»

Instructional Activity:

Students read a newspaper article about the difficulty college-educated 
immigrants encounter when seeking work in Italy. They respond in writing 
to comprehension questions (main ideas, supporting details, tone). I go over 
responses with students in class. This activity helps students understand one 
aspect of immigrant life: The difficulties immigrants may have in securing 
employment.

Written and Print Interpretive Communication

Audio, Visual, and Audiovisual Interpretive 
Communication

Spoken Presentational Communication

Formative Assessment:

Students work in pairs to research the employment situation for immigrants in 
another country. They then prepare and deliver a 4-minute oral presentation. 
The intended audience is Italian government officials who want to improve 
the employment situation for immigrants. There are two requirements for 
students: (1) refer to the previous unit on employment in Italy (Unit 4) and then 
relate the employment situation for immigrants to other employment issues in 
Italy; and (2) compare the issue of immigrant employment in Italy with that of 
another country.

Audio, Visual, and Audiovisual Interpretive 
Communication

Online video 
«Jerry Masslo»

Instructional Activity:

Students watch a TV newsmagazine clip about the Associazione Jerry Masslo, 
which helps immigrants in Southern Italy. After the first viewing, I give them 
written comprehension questions to answer. Responses are checked for 
accuracy during class discussion. Next, they complete a cloze exercise to 
identify vocabulary words and expressions from this unit in context.

The movie also outlines some cultural 
differences in Italy, namely those between 
the North and the South. As an additional 
or alternative activity, teachers may wish to 
explore the film from this perspective.

After the presentations, I provide written 
comments on strengths and areas in need 
of improvement based on a rubric for this 
assignment, particularly focusing on how 
students construct their comparisons, how they 
organize their presentations, and how they 
make transitions as they present.

 Essential  
 Questions:  

▼  What is life like for immigrants in Italy?   
▼  What obstacles must immigrants overcome to fully integrate into Italian society?
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Un
it 

5:

Human Rights, Migration 
and Borders, Identity and 
Integration (continued)

Learning Objectives Materials Instructional Activities and Assessments
Written Interpersonal Communication Formative Assessment:

Students imagine they have applied for a summer internship at the 
Associazione Jerry Masslo in Campania. They receive an email message (that I 
create) providing them with information about their internship. In addition, the 
email asks students for information about themselves and their expectations 
for their upcoming experience. Students reply to this email using the formal 
register.

Written and Print Interpretive Communication

Spoken Presentational Communication

Web 
Vanni, «“Affittasi casa, ma non 
a stranieri” A Milano è boom di 
annunci razzisti»

Instructional Activity:

Students gain an understanding of another aspect of immigrant life in Italy by 
reading a newspaper article about the difficulties immigrants face in finding 
housing. I check for comprehension by giving them a worksheet on which they 
answer questions on the main idea, supporting details, tone of the article, and 
so on. We review the answers in class. Students work in pairs to research 
housing for immigrants in another country and to compare their findings with 
the situation in Italy. They share their comparisons in class.

Audio, Visual, and Audiovisual Interpretive 
Communication

Online video 
«L’integrazione»

Instructional Activity:

Students watch a TV newsmagazine clip that deals with the problems 
immigrants face in learning Italian. In addition to answering oral 
comprehension questions, students complete a cloze exercise to focus on 
vocabulary words and expressions in context. Responses are reviewed for 
accuracy of information.

Written Presentational Communication Formative Assessment:

Students receive an email message (that I create) about the following creative 
writing contest: An Italian-language magazine is soliciting short stories about 
immigrant life and experiences in Italy. The winner of the contest will have 
his or her story published in the magazine. Based on what students have 
learned from the two video clips and on what they have read in the newspaper 
articles, they write short stories to submit to this contest, using either first-
person or third-person narrative.

I review students’ work for content as well 
as grammatical and lexical accuracy without 
assigning a grade. I return the work for 
students to revise and rewrite based on my 
feedback. Their second draft is then graded.

I monitor students’ work and progress and give 
them ongoing feedback about their content, 
organization, grammar, and lexical usage. They 
revise their work based on my suggestions 
before the due date of the final draft. No grades 
are assigned until the final draft is submitted.

 Essential  
 Questions:  

▼  What is life like for immigrants in Italy?   
▼  What obstacles must immigrants overcome to fully integrate into Italian society?
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Un
it 

5:

Human Rights, Migration 
and Borders, Identity and 
Integration (continued)

Learning Objectives Materials Instructional Activities and Assessments
Written Presentational Communication Summative Assessment:

Students plan and write persuasive essays in which they answer the following 
prompt: Which is the greatest issue that immigrants face as they attempt to 
assimilate into Italian society? To support their viewpoints, students should 
incorporate information from at least three of the articles and/or video clips 
we have examined in this unit.

This assessment addresses the essential 
question, What obstacles must immigrants 
overcome to fully integrate into Italian society? 

 Essential  
 Questions:  

▼  What is life like for immigrants in Italy?   
▼  What obstacles must immigrants overcome to fully integrate into Italian society?
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Learning Objectives Materials Instructional Activities and Assessments
Audio, Visual, and Audiovisual Interpretive 
Communication

Spoken Presentational Communication 

Online video 
«Come funziona l’energia 
geotermica?»

Instructional Activity:

Students watch the colorful, animated educational video produced by the 
Associazione Nazionale Tutela Energie Rinnovabili. They take notes while 
watching, focusing on the ways in which geothermal energy can be a source 
of alternative energy. They organize their notes and record a brief oral 
summary using an MP3 recorder. I review students’ responses for accuracy of 
information.

Audio, Visual, and Audiovisual Interpretive 
Communication

Online video 
«Centrale geotermica — Come 
funziona»

Instructional Activity:

Students watch another video that also explains geothermal energy; this one is 
prepared by CentimetriNews. Students answer comprehension questions while 
listening. I orally review responses for accuracy. Because this film explores 
the subject in more detail than the Associazione Nazionale video, students 
may consider it more challenging. It is, in fact, aimed at a more advanced 
audience. Without explicitly indicating this point, I ask students to compare 
the two presentations using a Venn diagram. How would they characterize 
the differences in level of language and of formality, in tone, and in other 
elements?

Written and Print Interpretive Communication

Audio, Visual, and Audiovisual Interpretive 
Communication

Spoken Interpersonal Communication

Online article 
Serafini, «Milano: la rivoluzione 
del geotermico “Oggi anche in 
centro città”»

Instructional Activity:

After reading a newspaper article on Italy’s utilization of geothermal energy, 
students answer oral comprehension questions on the main ideas and the 
supporting details. Then they summarize the positive and the negative aspects 
of geothermal energy, as described in the article. During class discussion, I 
review responses for accuracy of information.

Spoken Interpersonal Communication Formative Assessment:

Students work in pairs to role-play: They are two landlords who jointly own an 
apartment building. One landlord favors the use of geothermal energy for the 
building, while the other does not. Each landlord tries to convince the other 
of the benefits, basing his or her argument on information from the article. 
Students record their conversations on MP3 players.

 Essential  
 Questions:  

▼  What is Italy doing to reduce its dependency on traditional sources of energy?  ▼  What are the advantages 
and drawbacks of alternative energy?  ▼  How could more alternative energy be used in Italy?

Un
it 

6:

Alternative Energy Themes:
•	Science and technology

Estimated Time:  
5 weeks

This exercise helps students recognize the 
types of registers utilized in addressing 
different audiences (e.g., younger vs. older) in 
formal explanations.

I review students’ work and provide feedback 
on content and grammatical/lexical accuracy. 
Students re-record their work, incorporating the 
suggested changes. I then assign a grade.
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Un
it 

6:

Alternative Energy (continued)

Learning Objectives Materials Instructional Activities and Assessments
Written and Print Interpretive Communication

Spoken Interpersonal Communication

Online article 
«Milano e Bologna città “solari”»

Instructional Activity:

Students read another newspaper article, this one about the use of solar 
energy to power some subway lines in two large Italian cities. Students 
answer comprehension questions in writing. We review the answers during 
a class discussion to ensure students understand the main ideas and the 
supporting details of this article.

Spoken Presentational Communication

Spoken Interpersonal Communication

Summative Assessment:

Students participate in a role-play activity in which they represent a company 
bidding for a public alternative energy contract. Students form small groups, 
each representing a company promoting one type of alternative energy 
(e.g., solar, geothermal). Then students prepare a panel presentation with 
audiovisual materials (e.g., PowerPoint, Prezi). I collect an outline of their 
presentations and provide feedback about the content and organization. After 
students have prepared their speeches and materials, I provide feedback on 
grammatical and lexical accuracy. During the presentations, students in the 
audience take notes and ask questions. At the conclusion of all presentations, 
the class votes on the “company” that should receive the contract based on the 
strength of the presentations.

This assessment addresses the essential 
question, How could more alternative energy 
be used in Italy?

 Essential  
 Questions:  

▼  What is Italy doing to reduce its dependency on traditional sources of energy?  ▼  What are the advantages 
and drawbacks of alternative energy?  ▼  How could more alternative energy be used in Italy?
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General Resources

Textbooks

Capek-Habekovic, Romana, and Claudio Mazzola. A vicenda: Cultura. New York: 
McGraw-Hill, 2009.

Moreno, Antonio, Annamaria Moneti, Graziana Lazzarino, and Donatella Melucci. 
Da capo. Boston: Cengage, 2011.

Silvestrini, Marcello, Claudio Bura, Elisabetta Chiacchella, Valentina Giunti Armanni, and 
Renzo Pavese. L’Italiano e l’Italia: Lingua e civiltà Italiana per stranieri. Perugia: Guerra 
Edizioni, 1996, 2005.

Tognozzi, Elissa, and Giuseppe Cavatorta. Ponti: Italiano terzo millennio. Boston: 
Cengage, 2008.

Websites

Cyberitalian. Accessed December 13, 2012. http://www.cyberitalian.com.

«Io parlo Italiano». Rai Educational. Accessed December 13, 2012.  
http://www.educational.rai.it/ioparloitaliano/corso.htm.

Rai Edu. Accessed November 1, 2012. http://www.educational.rai.it.

Unit 1 (Women in Italy) Resources

De Lillo, Claudia. Nonsolomamma. Milan: TEA, 2008.

«Donne e uomini in piazza per la dignità». Corriere della sera. February 13, 2011. 
http://www.corriere.it/cronache/11_febbraio_13/manifestazione-donne_f0c8acc2-3768-
11e0-b09a-4e8b24b9a7d0.shtml.

Ligabue, Luciano. «Le donne lo sanno». Nome e cognome. Warner Bros., 2005.

Unit 2 (Italy’s Artistic and Cultural Assets) Resources

«Beni d’interesse culturale». Accessed January 4, 2013. 
http://www.carabinieri.it/Internet/Cittadino/Consigli/Tematici/Beni+interesse+culturale/.

«Comando Carabinieri per la Tutela del Patrimonio Culturale». Accessed November 13, 2012. 
http://www.carabinieri.it/Internet/Cittadino/Informazioni/Tutela/Patrimonio+Culturale/.

«Cosenza: i Carabinieri recuperano opere d’arte in Piemonte». Telecosenza. 
YouTube video, 1:22. Uploaded March 4, 2011. 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ASDmVkFEh0Q&feature=relmfu.

Rizzo, Sergio. «Beni fantasma, spese poco trasparenti. Così l’Italia non tutela i 
capolavori». Corriere della sera. July 9, 2012. Accessed January 4, 2013. 
http://www.corriere.it/cronache/12_luglio_09/beni-fantasma-italia-capolavori-corte-
conti_c6c59472-c983-11e1-826a-3168e25ab050.shtml.

Unit 3 (Leisure Activities, Youth Culture) Resources

MediaVacanze. Accessed December 13, 2012. http://www.mediavacanze.com/IT/.

Mioaffitto. Accessed December 13, 2012. http://www.mioaffitto.it.

Serra, Elvira. «Ferragosto è alle spalle: facciamo un bilancio delle vacanze in tempo di 
crisi?». La ventisettesima ora (blog). August 16, 2012. http://27esimaora.corriere.it/
articolo/ferragosto-e-alle-spalle-facciamo-un-bilancio-delle-vacanze-in-tempo-di-crisi/.

Unit 4 (Unemployment in Italy, Education and Careers, Youth Culture) 
Resources

Fubini, Federico, and Giovanni Stringa. «La crisi? In Italia la pagano i giovani». Corriere 
della sera. January 23, 2010. http://www.corriere.it/economia/10_gennaio_23/fubini_
stringa_la_crisi_la_pagano_i_giovani_d474da7a-07fb-11df-b78d-00144f02aabe.shtml.

«Lavoro: Mission Impossible — La Testimonianza». Repubblica Radio TV. Video, 
7:39. Accessed December 13, 2012. http://inchieste.repubblica.it/it/repubblica/
rep-it/2011/06/20/news/lavoro_mission_impossible-15833896/.

Unit 5 (Human Rights, Migration and Borders, Identity and Integration) 
Resources

Che bella giornata. Directed by Gennaro Nunziante. Italy: Medusa Film, 2011.

«Jerry Masslo». TG2 Storie — Racconti della Settimana 25/02/2012. Rai.TV. Video, 11:55 
(first section of 47-minute video, 0:00–11:55). Accessed December 13, 2012. 
http://www.rai.tv/dl/RaiTV/programmi/media/ContentItem-9ce65970-2593-4d33-900c-
4ca2b28865fb-tg2-2011.html.

«L’integrazione». TG2 Storie — Racconti della Settimana 25/02/2012. Rai.TV. Video, 5:56 
(second section of 47-minute video, 11:56–17:52). Accessed December 13, 2012. 
http://www.rai.tv/dl/RaiTV/programmi/media/ContentItem-9ce65970-2593-4d33-900c-
4ca2b28865fb-tg2-2011.html.

Resources

http://27esimaora.corriere.it/articolo/ferragosto-e-alle-spalle-facciamo-un-bilancio-delle-vacanze-in-tempo-di-crisi/
http://www.corriere.it/economia/10_gennaio_23/fubini_stringa_la_crisi_la_pagano_i_giovani_d474da7a-07fb-11df-b78d-00144f02aabe.shtml
http://inchieste.repubblica.it/it/repubblica/rep-it/2011/06/20/news/lavoro_mission_impossible-15833896/
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Resources (continued)

Trigari, Michela. «Stranieri e lavoro, troppi talenti sprecati: discriminazioni e titoli non 
riconosciuti». La repubblica. Accessed December 13, 2012. 
http://miojob.repubblica.it/notizie-e-servizi/notizie/dettaglio/stranieri-e-lavoro-troppi-
talenti-sprecati-discriminazioni-e-titoli-non-riconosciuti/3194517.

Vanni, Franco. «“Affittasi casa, ma non a stranieri” A Milano è boom di annunci razzisti». 
La repubblica Milano. December 3, 2009. 
http://milano.repubblica.it/dettaglio/articolo/1796057.

Unit 6 (Alternative Energy) Resources

«Centrale geotermica — Come funziona». CentimetriNEWS. YouTube video, 1:31. 
Uploaded October 24, 2011. 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qrVZOcWXJ6I&feature=related.

«Come funziona l’energia geotermica?» Alessandro Facchini. YouTube video, 1:47. 
February 22, 2013.  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bqyaI94Cwrg.

«Milano e Bologna città “solari”». Corriere della sera. April 13, 2010. 
http://www.corriere.it/scienze_e_tecnologie/energia_e_ambiente/10_aprile_13/
milano-bologna-solare_2504c5fa-46fd-11df-be6f-00144f02aabe.shtml.

Serafini, Marta. «Milano: la rivoluzione del geotermico “Oggi anche in centro città”». 
Corriere della sera. April 27, 2011. http://www.corriere.it/scienze_e_tecnologie/
energia_e_ambiente/11_aprile_27/milano-geotermico-serafini_624899e4-70c
5-11e0-ab04-b531fdc27c0d.shtml. 

http://www.corriere.it/scienze/energia_e_ambiente/10_aprile_13/milano-bologna-solare_2504c5fa-46fd-11df-be6f-00144f02aabe.shtml
http://www.corriere.it/scienze/energia_e_ambiente/11_aprile_27/milano-geotermico-serafini_624899e4-70c5-11e0-ab04-b531fdc27c0d.shtml

